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Abstract

The behavioral description-based Web Service Composition (WSC) problem deals with
the automatic construction of a coordinator web service that controls a set of web services
to reach the goal states. Despite its importance and implications, however, very few
studies exist on the computational complexities of the WSC problem. In this paper, to
address this problem, we present four novel theoretical findings on the WSC problem:
(1) Solving the composition problem of deterministic web services for a restricted case
(when the coordinator web service has complete information about the states of all web
services) is PSPACE-complete, (2) Solving the composition problem of deterministic web
services for a general case (when the coordinator web service has incomplete information
about the states of web services) is EXPSPACE-complete, (3) Solving the composition
problem of non-deterministic web services on complete information is EXP-complete, and
(4) Solving the composition problem of non-deterministic web services on incomplete
information (which is the most general case) is 2-EXP-complete. These findings suggest
that more efforts to devise efficient approximation solutions to the WSC problem be
needed.
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1. Introduction

Web services are software systems designed to support machine to machine interop-
eration over the Internet. Recently, much research [27] has been carried out for the web
service standards based on Semantic Web techniques, significantly improving the flexible
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and dynamic functionalities of the Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). However, abun-
dant research challenges still remain [13]; e.g., automatic web service discovery [3], web
service composition [23, 22, 5], or formal verification of composed web services [19, 11].

In general, the Web Service Composition (WSC) problem is, given a set of web services
and a user request, to find a composition of web services satisfying the request. The web
service composition depends on what level of information we use in composition. The Web
Service Description Language (WSDL) acknowledged as an essential building block of
web service stack mainly defines the signature of web services but it does not support the
specification of service workflows. When one considers only the signatures of web services
(e.g., in WSDL [30]) as an input of the WSC problem, this problem amounts to identifying
only a sequence of web services to satisfy the request by parameter matching. In this
case, users can invoke the sequence of web services computed, but they cannot react
exactly to the output values returned from web services in the sequence during runtime.
In the composition area, the service behavioral description languages such as Web Service
Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [21] have the more prominent status.
This kind of languages specify service behaviors and interactions with other services as a
sequence of the activities. In addition, OWL-S [28], a well-known Semantic web language,
is also able to describe the behavioral specification of web services as Process Model. In
the languages, the behaviors of web services are specified as a state-transition system, or
a set of inputs, outputs, preconditions, and effects. The specification formally describes
that on receiving a specific input, what values for outputs a web service will return and
what state it will proceed to. The composition with this information computes a strategy
suggesting the order of web services—for a certain output value, which web service should
be invoked in next with a certain input value in order to satisfy a user provided goal.
In general, the strategy to guarantee achieving the goal can be represented as a state-
transition system called a coordinator. The behavioral description-based web service
composition makes more useful suggestion that can be executed in runtime. Therefore,
given a set of behavioral descriptions of web services, W , and a reachability goal, G, Web
Service Composition (WSC) problem that we focus on in this paper is to synthesize a
coordinator web service, c, that controls W to satisfy G.

There is abundant research on the WSC problem (e.g., [23, 13, 22, 5, 18]). However,
only a few (e.g., [23, 22, 5]) are based on realistic models (i.e., they are the only ones
which deal with incomplete information) for the behavioral description-based web service
composition. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated the com-
putational complexity of the WSC problem with complete proofs. Our investigation into
the complexity can provide valuable insights to precisely understand the WSC problem,
to know what is possible, and to identify interesting sub-problems. We first present a
simple example, a travel agency system, to illustrate this problem, and formally define a
web service with a state-transition system and several different problem settings.

The first classification is deterministic/non-deterministic web services; namely, in a
deterministic web service, every state has only one next state, but in non-deterministic
one, it has a set of next states. One of sources for non-determinism is the opaque data
in WS-BPEL (for the details, see Sections 8.4 and 13.1.3 in [21]). For instance, consider
the following BPEL code:

<copy>
<opaqueFrom/>
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<to variable="isAvailable"/>
</copy>

The <copy> statement copies a type-compatible value from the source (“from-spec”) to
the destination (“to-spec”). In many cases, a value or a variable appears in from-spec,
and a variable is used in to-spec; the value (of the variable) in from-spec is assigned
to the variable in to-spec. However, in the above case, a special tag <opaqueFrom/> in
from-spec allows any value in the value space of the target variable (i.e, isAvailable)
to be non-deterministically assigned to isAvailable; e.g., if the type of isAvailable is
boolean, this statement introduces two next states—in one state, isAvailable is true,
and in the other isAvailable is false. Any-Order and Choice in OWL-S also induce
non-determinism in the control flow of web services.

The second classification is complete information/incomplete information. The for-
mer is a special case of the WSC problem where a coordinator web service to be con-
structed knows the exact state of given web services at runtime (for this, all the variables
web services contain should be output variables). The later is a general WSC prob-
lem where a coordinator web service knows only the values of output variables of web
services. For instance, a web service for an airline reservation has an internal variable,
isAvailable. A coordinator web service, however, should control this web service with-
out the knowledge of the value of isAvailable during run time. In the above problem
settings, non-deterministic web services are more natural since non-determinism is al-
lowed in WS-BPEL [21] and OWL-S [28]. Also, note that the complete information
implies a rather unrealistic setting where all internal variables of W should be exposed
to outside as output variables. We then show that (1) Solving the composition problem
of deterministic web services based on complete information is PSPACE-complete,
(2) Solving the composition problem of deterministic web services based on incomplete
information is EXPSPACE-complete, (3) Solving the composition problem of non-
deterministic web services on complete information is EXP-complete, and (4) Solving
the composition problem of non-deterministic web services on incomplete information
(which is the most general case) is 2-EXP-complete. Table 1 presents the summary
of our results. The transition from “complete information” to “incomplete information”
induces exponential increment in state space. In the deterministic (non-deterministic,
resp.) WSC problem, the complexity increases from PSPACE-complete (EXP-complete,
resp.) to EXPSPACE-complete (2-EXP-complete, resp.). On the other hand, the tran-
sition from “deterministic” to “non-deterministic” induces complexity increment from a
deterministic complexity to the corresponding alternating complexity. In the complete
information (incomplete information, resp.) WSC problems, the complexity increases
from PSPACE-complete (EXPSPACE-complete, resp.) to APSPACE-complete = EXP-
complete (AEXPSPACE-complete = 2-EXP-complete, resp.). Our results suggest that
it would be worthwhile studying efficient approximation solutions to the WSC problem.

1.1. Example: Travel agency system
As an example of web services, consider that clients want to make reservations for

both of a flight ticket and a hotel room for a particular destination and a period. How-
ever, suppose that there exist only an airline reservation (AR) web service and a hotel
reservation (HR) web service separately. Clearly, we want to combine these two web ser-
vices rather than implementing a new one. One way to combine them is to automatically
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Table 1: The summary of computational complexities for the WSC problem

with complete information with incomplete information
Deterministic WSC PSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-complete

Non-deterministic WSC EXP-complete 2-EXP-complete

Travel Agency
System

Reserve/Cancel

Accept/Refuse

Offer/NotAvail

In/Out dates
Location

Accept/Refuse

Reserve/Cancel

Offer/NotAvail
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HRReserve both
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From/To Cities

Dates
From/To Cities

User

Figure 1: Travel agency system

construct a coordinator web service which communicates with each web service to book
up a flight ticket and a hotel room both.

Figure 1 illustrates this example. AR service receives a request including depart-
ing/returning dates, an origin and a destination, and then checks if the number of avail-
able seats for flights is greater than 0. If so, it returns the flight information and its price;
otherwise, it returns “Not Available”. Once offering the price, it waits for “Accept” or
“Refuse” from its environment (in this case, a coordinator to be constructed). Accord-
ing to the answer, it processes the reservation. Likewise, HR service is requested with
check-in/check-out dates and a location, and then checks the number of available rooms
in an appropriate hotel. If there are available accommodations, it returns the room in-
formation and its price; otherwise, it returns “Not Available”. AR then processes a reply
“Accept” or “Refuse” from its environment.

The coordinator web service to be constructed receives from a user a request includ-
ing departing/returning dates, an origin and a destination and, tries to achieve a goal,
“reserve a flight ticket and a hotel room both OR cancel it”, by controlling these two
web services. For every output from AR and HR, the coordinator has to decide one
input to them as the next action based on only output values (since in runtime it cannot
access the internal variables in AR and HR, e.g., the number of available seats in flights),
and it should accomplish the aim eventually. The coordinator can be represented by a
deterministic state-transition system obviously.

1.2. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work

with this paper. Next, in Section 3 we lay out the notions and the problem we consider
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in this paper. Then we show the computational complexity for the composition problem
of deterministic (non-deterministic) web services in Section 4 (Section 5, respectively).
Finally, we give a few discussions and conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In the research of Web services, substantial progress has already been made to provide
languages for interoperation between heterogeneous systems. Languages such as Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [29], Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [30],
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [20] define standards for ser-
vice discovery, description and invocation. On these standards, ontology-based languages
such as DAML-S [8] and OWL-S [28] effort to bring the semantics into the service de-
scriptions for automating the use of Web Services. On the other hands, some works
(e.g., Web Service Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [21] are focused
on representing service compositions by means of a workflow process consisting of a set
of activities.

In web service compositions, much research [19, 23, 13, 22, 5, 18] has been carried
out, but only a few use realistic models with incomplete information (partial observ-
ability). [23, 22, 5] have defined web service compositions with incomplete information,
and presented algorithms and tools using their AI planning techniques. However, there
is no study for the complexity of this setting with detailed proofs. Recently, Fan et
al. [10] investigate the complexity of web service composition based on query rewriting
using views, but they include only deterministic web services in their problem setting,
which is more natural. Moreover, their study does not provide the complete proof. For
composition based on semantics, Mrissa et al. [17] have studied a context-based medi-
ation approach to solve semantic heterogeneities between composed Web services. For
signature-level WSC, Yu et al. [32] have developed a broker-based architecture to facil-
itate the selection of QoS-based services. Their goal of service selection is to maximize
an application-specific utility function under the end-to-end QoS constraints. Yu and
Bouguettaya [31] have proposed a query algebra to generate Service Execution Plans
that users can use to directly access services. A relevant line of web service composition
is the formal verification for composite services. There are some research [11, 14] for
analyzing interactions of composite web services in BPEL processes. Beyer et al. [6] have
proposed an interface language for specifying web service interfaces. Using this language,
they present compatibility checking and substitutivity checking.

Finally, the WSC problem is related to AI planning under partial observation [12, 4,
25, 16]. Herzig et al. [12] have proposed a dynamic logic EDL for planning under partial
observability. In [4], a fully automatic planning tool MBP has been developed for this
setting based on belief-states. The complexity of planning under partial observability
has been studied in [25]. Moffitt [16] has explored a means to both model and reason
about partial observability within the scope of constraint based temporal reasoning.

3. Preliminaries: Behavioral Description-based Web Service Composition

Definition 1 (Web service) A web service w is a 5-tuple (X , XI , XO, Init ,T ) with
the following components:
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• X is a finite set of variables that w controls. Every variable x ∈ X has a finite
domain (e.g., Boolean, bounded integers, or enumerated types). A state s of w is
a valuation for every variable in X . We denote a set of all states2 as S .

• XI is a finite set of input variables that w reads from its environment; X ∩XI = ∅,
and every variable x ∈ XI has a finite domain. A state in for inputs is a valuation
for every variable in XI . We denote a set of all input states as S I .

• XO ⊆ X is a finite set of output variables that its environment can read.

• Init(X ) is an initial predicate over X . Init(s) = true iff s is an initial state.

• T (X , XI ,X ′) is a transition predicate over X ∪XI∪X ′. For a set X of variables, we
denote the set of primed variables of X as X ′ = {x′ | x ∈ X}, which represents a set
of variables encoding successor states. T (s, in, s ′) is true iff s ′ can be a next state
when the input in ∈ S I is received at the state s. T can define a non-deterministic
transition relation. We assume that the transition relation is total; for every s ∈ S
and in ∈ S I , there exists at least one s ′ such that T (s, in, s ′) = true. 2

Definition 2 (Deterministic/non-deterministic web service) A web service w(X ,
XI , XO, Init ,T ) is deterministic if T is deterministic; namely, if for every state s and
every input in, there exists only one next state s ′ (i.e., T (s, in, s ′) = true). Otherwise,
w is non-deterministic. 2

Given a state s over X (i.e., a valuation for all variables in X) and a variable x ∈ X,
s(x) is the value of x in s. For a state s over X and a set of variables Y ⊆ X, let
s[Y ] denote the valuation over Y obtained by restricting s to Y . For every x ∈ XI , we
add a special value null into its domain. If a web service receives null as the value for
any input variable, it stays in the same state; formally, if T (s, in, s ′) = true such that
in(x) = null for some x ∈ XI , then s = s ′. Note that the process model for any web
service described in Semantic Web languages (e.g., WS-BPEL [21] or OWL-S [28]) can
be easily transformed into our representation of Definition 1 without any information
loss as long as it has only finite domain variables and no recursion3.

Example 1. Let us consider a simple version of a web service w for the airline reservation
(AR) in Figure 1, and assume that clients can request (reserve or refuse) a flight ticket
by an action req (accept or refuse, respectively). The web service w(X , XI , XO, Init ,T )
can be represented with the following elements:

• X = {state, available, reply, confirm} where state has the domain {s1 , s2},
available is boolean, reply has the domain {undecided , offer ,notAvailable}, and
confirm has the domain {undecided , reserve, cancel}.

• XI = {action} where action has the domain {req , accept , refuse}.

• XO = {reply, confirm}.

2The set S of states is not encoded as the part of the web service.
3For this translation, see [19].
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• Init(X ) ≡ (state = s1 ) ∧ (reply = undecided) ∧ (confirm = undecided).

• T (X , XI ,X ′) ≡
(((state = s1 ) ∧ (action = req) ∧ (available = true))→

((state′ = s2 ) ∧ (reply′ = offer))) ∧
(((state = s1 ) ∧ (action = req) ∧ (available = false))→

((state′ = s1 ) ∧ (reply′ = notAvailable))) ∧
(((state = s2 ) ∧ (action = accept))→

((state′ = s1 ) ∧ (confirm′ = reserve))) ∧
(((state = s2 ) ∧ (action = refuse))→

((state′ = s1 ) ∧ (confirm′ = cancel))). 2

Definition 3 (Set of web services) In the WSC problem, given a set of available web
services, W , every web service in W communicates only with their coordinator but not
with each other. Based on this assumption, given a set W = {w1, · · · ,wn} of web services
where each wi = (Xi, X

I
i , X

O
i , Init i,Ti), and Xi and XI

i are disjoint with each other Xj

and XI
j , respectively, W also can be represented by a tuple (X , XI , XO, Init ,T )4 where:

• X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn.

• XI = XI
1 ∪ · · · ∪XI

n.

• XO = XO
1 ∪ · · · ∪XO

n .

• Init(X) = Init1(X1) ∧ · · · ∧ Initn(Xn).

• T (X , XI ,X ′) = T1(X1, X
I
1 ,X

′
1) ∧ · · · ∧ Tn(Xn, X

I
n,X

′
n). 2

Since a coordinator web service is also a web service, we note it as a 5-tuple web
service, c = (Xc , X

I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc). In what follows, we use s as a state of W and

sc as a state of a coordinator c. Although Tc can define a non-deterministic transition
relation, in this problem, we want only a deterministic transition relation for c; i.e., for
every coordinator state sc and input in, there exists only one next coordinator state sc′

such that Tc(sc, in, sc′) = true. Since non-deterministic coordinators suggests a set of
(non-unique) inputs during run time, it requires extra computation to select one of them,
and is thus less desirable.

Example 2. Consider a simple coordinator web service c that communicates with AR in
Example 1. The coordinator web service c = (Xc , X

I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) can be represented

with the following elements:

• Xc = {c state, action} where c state has the domain {s1 , s2}, and action has
the domain {req , accept , refuse}.

• XI
c = {reply, confirm} where reply has the domain {undecided , offer , notAvailable},

and confirm has the domain {undecided , reserve, cancel}.

4A given set of web services can be replaced with a single web service. Since, in real WSC problems,
multiple web services are given and they do not communicate with each other but only with a coordinator
to be constructed, it is natural in the web service composition problems [23, 22, 5].
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• XO
c = {action}.

• Initc(Xc) ≡ (c state = s1 ) ∧ (action = req).

• Tc(Xc , X
I
c ,X

′
c) ≡

(((c state = s1 ) ∧ (reply = offer))→
((c state′ = s2 ) ∧ (action′ = accept))) ∧

(((c state = s1 ) ∧ (reply = notAvailable))→
((c state′ = s1 ) ∧ (action′ = req))) ∧

(((c state = s2 ) ∧ (confirm = reserve))→
((c state′ = s1 ) ∧ (action′ = req))) ∧

(((c state = s2 ) ∧ (confirm = cancel))→
((c state′ = s1 ) ∧ (action′ = req))). 2

Definition 4 (Execution tree) Given a set of web services W = (X , XI , XO, Init , T )
and a coordinator c = (Xc , X

I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) (in what follows, we assume that XI = XO

c

and XO = XI
c ), we can define an execution tree, denoted by W ||c, which represents the

composition of W and c as follows:

• Each node (s, sc) in W ||c is in S × Sc .

• The root node is some (s, sc) such that Init(s) = true and Initc(sc) = true.

• Each node (s, sc) has a set of child nodes, {(s ′, sc′) | T (s, in, s ′) = true, in =
sc[XI ],Tc(sc, inc , sc′)=true, inc=s ′[XO]}. 2

Intuitively, the web services W proceed, by receiving the input in from the current
state sc of the coordinator, from s to the next state s ′, and then the coordinator proceeds,
by receiving the input inc from the new state s ′ of the web services, from sc to the next
state sc′. Even though the composition of W and c is defined above as synchronous
communication, we can easily extend this model for asynchronous communication using
τ -transition (see [22]).

Definition 5 (Goal) A goal G is a set of states we want to reach. In our problem
setting, G is represented by a Boolean formula over X . 2

Given a set of web services W , a coordinator c, and a goal G , we define W ||c |= G
if for every path (s0, sc0)(s1, sc1) · · · in the execution tree W ||c, si ∈ G for some i ≥ 0;
namely, every path from the initial node (s0, sc0) reaches a goal state eventually.

Definition 6 (Web service composition problem) The web service composition (WSC)
problem that we focus on in this paper is, given a set of web services W and a goal G ,
to construct a coordinator web service c such that W ||c |= G . 2

In this paper, we assume that the problem size is the number of Boolean variables
when we encode all variables in X into Boolean variables. The reason is that the repre-
sentation of a set of web services W is typically much larger than the goal representation,
and thus the size of W is the computational bottleneck.
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Example 3. Consider a WSC problem for Travel agency system in Figure 1. In this
example, we wish to reserve a flight ticket and a hotel room both. This requirement can
be represented by G ≡ (flightConfirm = reserve) ∧ (hotelConfirm = reserve). Now,
given a set of web services W = {wAR,wHR} and a goal G above, a WSC problem is to
automatically construct a coordinator web service c such that W ||c |= G . 2

To study the computational complexity for web service composition problems, we
define four variant WSC problems as follows:

(1) Deterministic WSC with complete information: Given W (X , XI , XO, Init ,T )
such that T is deterministic and X = XO (i.e., W contains no internal variable),
and a goal G , construct a coordinator web service c such that W ||c |= G .

(2) Deterministic WSC with incomplete information: Given W (X , XI , XO, Init ,
T ) such that T is deterministic and no restriction for XO (i.e., a coordinator can
read only the output variables in XO), and a goal G , construct a coordinator web
service c such that W ||c |= G .

(3) Non-deterministic WSC with complete information: Given W (X , XI , XO,
Init ,T ) such that T is non-deterministic and X = XO, and a goal G , construct a
coordinator web service c such that W ||c |= G .

(4) Non-deterministic WSC with incomplete information: Given W (X , XI , XO,
Init ,T ) such that T is non-deterministic and no restriction for XO, and a goal G ,
construct a coordinator web service c such that W ||c |= G . This case is the most
general WSC problem.

4. Computational Complexities for Deterministic Web Services

In this section, we study the computational complexities (i.e., lower bounds and
upper bounds) of two deterministic WSC problems, (1) and (2), defined in Section 3.
That is, we show that the deterministic WSC problem with complete information is
PSPACE-complete and the deterministic WSC problem with incomplete information is
EXPSPACE-complete.

4.1. Deterministic WSC with complete information
Theorem 1 (Lower Bound). The deterministic WSC problem with complete infor-
mation is PSPACE-hard.

Core idea of proof: The proof is to simulate a deterministic Turing machine (DTM)
with a polynomial space bound. That is, for any DTM D and an input string σ, we can
construct a deterministic WSC problem with complete information in polynomial time
such that D accepts σ if and only if there exists a coordinator to satisfy a goal. The
WSC problem instance has variables which represent the state, tape, and head position
of DTM. If a coordinator provides an input corresponding to the current configuration
of DTM, the WSC instance simulates one step of the DTM in each transition. The
goal G encodes all configurations where the simulation reaches an accepting state of
DTM. First, we show how to construct such a WSC problem instance that simulates the
computation of any PSPACE Turing machine. We then prove the implications → and
← using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, respectively.
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Details of proof: Given a DTM D = (Q ,Σ, q0, δ) with polynomial space bound p(n) and
an input string σ = a1 · · · an (where n = |σ|), we can construct a WSC problem instance
with W (X , XI , XO, Init ,T ) and a goal G (where T is deterministic and X = XO) which
have a polynomial size in the size of the description of D and σ as follows. The set X of
variables includes the following variables:

• state represents the current state of D with the domain, {q | q ∈ Q}.

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ p(n)+1, the variable cell i has the contents of the i-th tape cell; its
domain is Σ ∪ {#}.

• hd describes the R/W head position; its domain is {1, · · · , p(n)+1}.

The set of input variables is XI = {input} where the domain of input is {(q, i, a) |
q∈Q, 0≤ i≤p(n)+1, a∈Σ}. The set XO of output variables equals to X since this is the
problem with complete information. As the initial configuration of D , the initial state
predicate Init(X ) is (state=q0)∧

∧
1≤i≤n(cell i=ai)∧

∧
n<i≤p(n)+1(cell i=#)∧(hd=1). Note

that the input string is σ = a1 · · · an. To simulate the DTM D , the transition predicate T
strictly follows δ of D ; that is, T (X , XI ,X ′) ≡ ((hd=p(n)+1)→ TV )∧((hd 6=p(n)+1)→ TN )
with the following sub-formulae:

• TV ≡ (state ′=state) ∧
∧

1≤i≤p(n)+1(cell ′ = cell) ∧ (hd ′=hd)

• TN ≡
∧
q∈Q,1≤i≤p(n),a∈Σ(((state =q) ∧ (hd =i) ∧ (cell i=a) ∧ (input =(q, i, a))) →

((state ′=q′) ∧ (cell ′i=a
′) ∧

∧
j 6=i(cell ′j=cell j) ∧ (hd ′=hd + ∆)))

where q′ and a′ are obtained from δ(q, a) = (q′, a′,m′), and ∆=−1 if m′=L, ∆=0 if
m′=N and ∆=1 if m′=R. Note that the value of the variable input is provided by a
coordinator c. Finally, we have a goal, G =

∨
q∈F state = q .

If the DTM D violates the space bound, hd has the value p(n)+1, and after this point
we cannot reach goal states since W stays in the same state forever by TV .

Lemma 1. If σ ∈ L(D), then there exists a coordinator c = (Xc , X
I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc)

such that W ||c |= G .

Proof. Let us assume that the configuration sequence of D with respect to the input
string σ is cf 0 · · · cf n where each cf i = (qi, σi, σ′i). σ ∈ L(D) implies that the config-
uration sequence (q0, σ0, σ

′
0) · · · (qn, σn, σ′n) reaches a final state; i.e., qn ∈ F . We can

construct such a coordinator c = (Xc , X
I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) with the following elements:

• Xc = {input}; remark that the domain of input is {(q, i, a) | q∈Q, 0≤ i≤p(n)+1, a∈
Σ}.

• XI
c = X .

• XO
c = {input}.

• Initc(Xc) ≡ (input = (q0, 1, σ[1])) where q0 is the initial state of D and σ[1] is the
first symbol of the input string σ.
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Figure 2: Mapping between DTM and W ||c for Theorem 1

• Tc(Xc , X
I
c ,X

′
c) ≡

∧
q∈Q,1≤i≤p(n)+1,a∈Σ(((state=q)∧ (hd=i)∧ (cell i=a))→ (input ′=

(q, i, a))).

Now, we show that the configuration sequence cf 0 · · · cf n is mapped to (s0, sc0) · · · (sn,
scn). Figure 2(a) illustrates this mapping. We can easily find two mapping functions,
α and β; α maps a configuration cf to a state s of web services W , and β maps cf to
a state sc of the coordinator c. Since the transition predicate T of W and transition
predicate Tc of c strictly follow the transition δ of the DTM D , the execution path
(s0, sc0) · · · (sn, scn) based on T and Tc agrees with (α(cf 0), β(cf 0)) · · · (α(cf n), β(cf n)).
Hence, the execution path (s0, sc0) · · · (sn, scn) also reaches a goal G since qn ∈ F .
Finally, W ||c |= G . (q.e.d)

Lemma 2. If there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G , then σ ∈ L(D).

Proof. The fact that there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G means that
every path (s0, sc0)(s1, sc1) · · · (sn, scn) reaches a goal state. We then construct a con-
figuration sequence cf 0 · · · cf n for the DTM D that corresponds to the execution path.
Figure 2(b) illustrates this mapping. Again, we can easily find a mapping function γ
which maps a state s of web services W to a configuration cf of D . Since T and Tc

strictly follow the transition δ of the DTM D , the configuration sequence cf 0 · · · cf n for
the DTM D is consistent with γ(s0) · · · γ(sn). Hence, the configuration sequence reaches
an accepting configuration cf n = (qn, σn, σ′n) such that qn ∈ F since sn ∈ G . Therefore,
σ ∈ L(D). (q.e.d)

Theorem 2 (Upper Bound). The deterministic WSC problem with complete infor-
mation is in PSPACE.

Proof. We first show that the problem is in NPSPACE. Since the transition of W is
deterministic, we just need to find a path from the initial state of W to a goal state.
Then, we can easily construct a coordinator from the path in polynomial space. The
solution path can be non-deterministically chosen, and each state of the path is encoded
by n variables where n = |X |. If there exists a solution path, its length is at most 2n

since the number of states is at most 2n. Therefore, at most 2n non-deterministic choices
are required. This process can be encoded in polynomial space. Hence, the problem is
NPSPACE. Finally, since NPSPACE = PSPACE [26], the deterministic WSC problem
with complete information is in PSPACE. (q.e.d)
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4.2. Deterministic WSC with incomplete information
Theorem 3 (Lower Bound). The deterministic WSC problem with incomplete infor-
mation is EXPSPACE-hard.

Core idea of proof: The proof is to simulate a DTM with exponential space bound.
An important difference from the complete information problem case is that we are not
allowed to have a variable for each tape cell since the number of tape cells is exponential
and the reduction could not be polynomial. Instead of including an exponential number of
variables cell i, we have one variable cell and its index idx . The trick is to establish that if
the index matches the current head position, W should simulate the DTM D (otherwise,
W keeps the same symbol in cell), and to force the above to be satisfied universally for
every index idx . The intuition underling our trick is that we map the requirement of the
exponential length tape into incomplete information (i.e., the coordinator should control
W with knowledge for only cell rather than all the tape cells).

Details of proof: Given a DTM D = (Q ,Σ, q0, δ) with exponential space bound e(n)
and an input string σ = a1 · · · an (where n = |σ|), we can construct a deterministic WSC
problem instance with W (X , XI , XO, Init ,T ) and a goal G (where T is deterministic
and X = XO) as follows. The set X of variables includes the following variables:

• state; its domain is {q | q ∈ Q}.

• idx ; its domain is {1, · · · , e(n)}.

• cell represents the contents of the cell of which index is idx ; its domain is Σ∪{#}.

• hd ; its domain is {1, · · · , e(n)+1}. For idx and hd , we need only dlog2(e(n)+1)e bits.

• lsb represents the symbol written by the head in the last step; it has a domain,
Σ ∪ {#}.

• lmv represents the last head movement; it has a domain, {L,N ,R}.

The set XI is {input} where the domain of input is {(q, a) | q ∈Q, a∈Σ}. The set
XO is {state, cell}. Init(X ) is (state=q0) ∧ ((idx≤|σ|) ⇔ (cell=σ[idx ])) ∧ ((idx>|σ|) ⇔
(cell=#))∧ (hd=1) where σ is the input string. The initial predicate allows any value for
idx , and the value for cell is determined by idx . The transition predicate T (X , XI ,X ′)
is ((hd=e(n)+1)→ TV ) ∧ ((hd 6=e(n)+1)→ TN ) where:

• TV ≡ (state ′=state)∧ (idx ′=idx )∧ (cell ′=cell)∧ (hd ′=hd)∧ (lsb′=lsb)∧ (lmv ′=lmv)

• TN ≡
∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ(((state=q) ∧ ((hd=idx )→ (cell=a)) ∧ (input=(q, a)))→

(((hd = idx ) → (cell ′=a′)) ∧ ((hd 6= idx ) → (cell ′= cell)) ∧ (state ′= q′) ∧ (idx ′=
idx ) ∧ (hd ′=hd + ∆) ∧ (lsb′=a′) ∧ (lmv ′=m′)))

where q′, a′ and m′ are obtained from δ(q, a) = (q′, a′,m′), and ∆=−1 if m′=L, ∆=0 if
m′=N and ∆=1 if m′=R. Finally, we have a goal, G =

∨
q∈F state = q .

If the DTM D violates the space bound, hd has the value e(n)+1, and after this point
we cannot reach goal states since W stays in the same state forever by TV .
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Lemma 3. If σ ∈ L(D), then there exists a coordinator c = (Xc , X
I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc)

such that W ||c |= G .

Proof. We can construct such a coordinator c = (Xc , X
I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) with the fol-

lowing elements:

• Xc = {input}; remark that the domain of input is {(q, a) | q∈Q, a∈Σ}.

• XI
c = {state, cell}.

• XO
c = {input}.

• Initc(Xc) ≡ (input = (q0, σ[1])) where q0 is the initial state of D and σ[1] is the
first symbol of the input string σ.

• Tc(Xc , X
I
c ,X

′
c) ≡

∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ(((state=q) ∧ (cell=a))→ (input ′=(q, a))).

Then, we show that the configuration sequence (q0, σ0, σ
′
0) · · · (qn, σn, σ′n) is mapped

to an execution tree W ||c. Figure 3(a) shows our mapping. For this mapping, we
have two mapping functions, α and β; α maps a configuration cf in the configuration
sequence to a state s of web services W , and β maps cf to a state sc of the coordinator
c. First, given a configuration cf = (q, σ1, σ2) and a tape index 1≤i≤ e(n), we have a
corresponding state s = α(cf , i) of W such that

• s(state) = q.

• s(idx ) = i.

• s(cell) = (σ1σ2)[i] if i ≤ σ1σ2; otherwise, s(cell) = #.

• s(hd) = |σ1|.

Next, for each configuration cf = (q, σ1, σ2), we have a corresponding state sc = β(cf )
of c such that sc(input) = (q, σ1[|σ1|]). Now, by induction, we can show that if cf in
the configuration sequence reaches an accepting configuration by d steps, then every
path from any (s, sc) in W ||c, which corresponds to cf (i.e., (s, sc) = (α(cf , i), β(cf ))),
reaches a goal state in d steps. (q.e.d)

Lemma 4. If there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G , then σ ∈ L(D).

Proof. We show that a configuration sequence (q0, σ0, σ
′
0) · · · (qn, σn, σ′n) of D corre-

sponding to the execution path can be constructed to reach an accepting configuration.
First, we have the initial configuration (q0, σ0, σ

′
0) such that q0 is the initial state of D ,

σ0 = σ[1] (where σ is the input string), and σ′0 = σ[2] · · ·σ[n]. Then, we can construct i-th
configuration cf i = (qi, σi, σ′i) from the previous configuration cf i−1 = (qi−1, σi−1, σ

′
i−1)

and the state si of W . Figure 3(b) illustrates this mapping. For the mapping, we have
a mapping function γ which maps si and cf i−1 to a configuration cf i of D . That is,
for each state si, we have a corresponding configuration cf i = γ(si, cf i−1) = (qi, σi, σ′i)
where qi = si(state), σi and σ′i can be generated with σi−1, σ′i−1, si(lsb) and si(lmv).

Now, by induction we can show that if a node (s, sc) in the execution path of W ||c
reaches a goal in d steps, then the corresponding configuration cf also reaches an accept-
ing configuration in d steps. (q.e.d)
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Figure 3: Mapping between DTM and W ||c for Theorem 3

Theorem 4 (Upper Bound). The deterministic WSC problem with incomplete infor-
mation is in EXPSPACE.

Proof. We first show that this problem is in NEXPSPACE. As Theorem 2, since the
transition of W is deterministic, we just need to find a path from the initial state of
W to a goal state. The main difference is that a coordinator web service is not able
to identify the exact state of target web services due to incomplete information. We
model this uncertainty by using a belief state [4], which is a set of possible states of target
web services but indistinguishable. The coordinator should make a decision based on the
current belief state, and the number of possible belief states is 22n

where n = |X |. Now,
the solution path can be non-deterministically chosen, and each belief state of the path is
encoded by at most n variables. If there exists a solution path, its length is at most 22n

since the number of belief states is at most 22n

. Therefore, at most 22n

non-deterministic
choices are required. This process can be encoded in 2n space. Hence, the problem is
NEXPSPACE. Finally, since NEXPSPACE = EXPSPACE [26], the deterministic WSC
problem with incomplete information is in EXPSPACE. (q.e.d)

5. Computational Complexities for Non-deterministic Web Services

In this section, we study the computational complexities of two non-deterministic
WSC problems, (3) and (4), defined in Section 3. First, we show that the non-deterministic
WSC problem with complete information (incomplete information, respectively) is ASPACE-
hard (resp. AEXPSPACE-hard), and by Chandra et al.’s result5 the problem is EXP-
hard (2-EXP-hard, respectively). Our proofs for lower bounds use reductions from alter-
nating Turing machines (ATMs) [1, 2]. The main difference between ATMs and DTMs is
that the transition function of ATMs is non-deterministic (i.e., for each state and input
symbol, ATMs have a set of successor states) and there is alternation for states. States
of ATMs are labeled by ∃ or ∀; to accept an input string, ∃-states are required to have
at least one successor state to reach an accepting state while ∀-states need that all the
successors reach an accepting state. Then, we present an upper bound for each problem.

5APSPACE = EXP, and AEXPSPACE = 2-EXP [7]
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5.1. Non-deterministic WSC with complete information
Theorem 5 (Lower Bound). The non-deterministic WSC problem with complete in-
formation is EXP-hard.

Core idea of proof: The proof is to simulate an ATM with a polynomial space bound.
That is, for any ATM A and an input string σ, we can construct a non-deterministic
WSC problem with complete information in polynomial time such that A accepts σ if
and only if there exists a coordinator to satisfy a goal. The WSC problem instance has
variables which represent the state, tape, head position and alternation label of ATM. If
a coordinator provides an input corresponding to the current configuration of ATM, the
WSC instance simulates one step of the ATM in each transition. The goal G encodes
all configurations in which the simulation reaches an accepting state of the ATM. First,
we show how to construct such a WSC problem instance that simulates the computation
of any ATM. We then prove the implications → and ← using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6,
respectively.

Details of proof: Given an ATM A = (Q ,Σ, q0, δ, l) with polynomial space bound p(n)
and an input string σ = a1 · · · an (where n = |σ|), we can construct a WSC problem
instance with W (X , XI , XO, Init ,T ) of web services and a goal G which have a poly-
nomial size in the size of the description of A and σ as follows. The set X of variables
includes the following variables:

• state represents the current state of A; so, it has the domain, {q | q ∈ Q}.

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ p(n)+1, cell i has the contents of the ith tape cell; its domain is Σ∪{#}.

• hd describes the R/W head position; its domain is {1, · · · , p(n)+1}.

• label represents the label of the current state; it has the domain, {∀,∃, accept}.

The set of input variables is XI = {input} where the domain of input is {A(q,i,a) |
q∈Q, l(q)=∀, 0≤i≤p(n)+1, a∈Σ} ∪ {E(q,i,a,j) | q∈Q, l(q)=∃, 0≤i≤p(n)+1, a∈Σ, 0≤j≤
|δ(a, q)|}. The set XO of output variables equals to X since this problem is the complete
information problem. As the initial configuration of A, the initial state predicate Init(X )
is (state = q0) ∧

∧
1≤i≤n(cell i =ai) ∧

∧
n<i≤p(n)+1(cell i = #) ∧ (hd = 1) ∧ (label = l(q0)).

Note that the input string is σ = a1 · · · an. The transition predicate T (X , XI ,X ′) is
((hd=p(n)+1)→ TV )∧(((hd 6=p(n)+1)∧(label=∀))→ T∀)∧(((hd 6=p(n)+1)∧(label=∃))→ T∃)
with the following sub-formulae:

• TV ≡ (state ′=state) ∧
∧

1≤i≤p(n)+1(cell ′i=cell i) ∧ (hd ′=hd) ∧ (label ′=label)

• T∀ ≡
∧
q∈Q,1≤i≤p(n),a∈Σ(((state =q) ∧ (hd = i) ∧ (cell i=a) ∧ (input =A(q,i,a))) →∨

1≤j≤k((state ′=qj)∧(cell ′i=aj)∧
∧
h6=i(cell ′h=cellh)∧(hd ′=hd+∆j)∧(label ′=l(qj))))

• T∃ ≡
∧
q∈Q,1≤i≤p(n),a∈Σ,1≤j≤k(((state=q)∧(hd=i)∧(cell i=a)∧(input=E(q,i,a,j)))→

((state ′=qj) ∧ (cell ′i=aj) ∧
∧
h6=i(cell ′h=cellh) ∧ (hd ′=hd + ∆j) ∧ (label ′=l(qj))))
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where (qj , aj ,mj) is obtained from δ(q, a) = {(q1, a1,m1), · · · , (qk, ak,mk)}, and ∆j=−1
if mj=L, ∆j=0 if mj=N and ∆j=1 if mj=R. Note that the value for the variable input
is provided by a coordinator c. Finally, we have a goal, G = {s∈S | s(label) = accept}.

If the ATM A violates the space bound, hd has the value p(n)+1, and after this point
we cannot reach goal states since W stays in the same state forever by TV .

Lemma 5. If σ ∈ L(A), then there exists a coordinator c = (Xc , X
I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc)

such that W ||c |= G .

Proof. σ ∈ L(A) means that the initial configuration of A with respect to σ is d-
accepting (d ≥ 0). Now, we show that there exists a coordinator c such that for every
path (s0, sc0) · · · (sn, scn) in the execution tree W ||c, sn ∈ G . The coordinator to be
constructed is c = (Xc , X

I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) where Xc = {input}, XI

c = X , and XO
c =

{input}.
When A accepts σ, we can define an accepting computation tree ACT (A,σ) of A with

respect to σ from its computation tree Υ as follows:

• For each configuration cf = (q, σ1, σ2) in Υ such that l(q) = ∀, all the successor
configuration are also included in ACT (A,σ). Note that if cf is d-accepting, each
successor is at most (d−1)-accepting.

• For each cf = (q, σ1, σ2) ∈ Υ such that l(q) = ∃ and cf is d-accepting, only one
successor configuration cf ′ which is (d−1)-accepting is included in ACT (A,σ).

When A and σ are clear from the context, we drop the subscript (A,σ) and write ACT .
Then, ACT (A,σ) is mapped to an execution tree W ||c. Figure 4(a) shows our mapping.
For this mapping, we have two mapping functions, α and β; α maps a configuration cf
in ACT to a state s of web services W , and β maps cf to a state sc of the coordinator
c. First, for each cf = (q, σ1, σ2), we have a corresponding state s = α(cf ) of W such
that

• s(state) = q.

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ1σ2|, s(cell i) = σ1σ2[i], and for |σ1σ2| < i ≤ p(n)+1, s(cell i) = #.

• s(hd) = |σ1|.

• s(label) = l(q).

Next, for each configuration cf = (q, σ1, σ2), we have a corresponding state sc = β(cf )
of c such that

• If l(q) = ∀, then sc(input) = A(q,i,a) where i = |σ1| and a = σ1[i].

• In the case of l(q) = ∃, let cf ′ be the only successor of cf in ACT , which is obtained
by a transition (qj , aj ,mj) among δ(q, a) = {(q1, a1,m1), · · · , (qk, ak,mk)} where
a = σ1[|σ1|]. Now, sc(input) = E(q,i,a,j) where i = |σ1|, a = σ1[i], and j is the index
of cf ′.

According to α and β, we have an execution tree of W ||c where each node is
(α(cf ), β(cf )). Then, by induction, we can show that if cf in ACT is d-accepting, every
path from (s, sc) corresponding to (α(cf ), β(cf )) in W ||c reaches a goal state. (q.e.d)
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Figure 4: Mapping between ATM and W ||c for Theorem 5

Lemma 6. If there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G , then σ ∈ L(A).

Proof. As shown in Section 3, the fact that there exists a coordinator c such that
W ||c |= G means that every path (s0, sc0) · · · (sn, scn) from the initial node in the ex-
ecution tree W ||c reaches a goal state eventually. Now, we show that an accepting
computation tree ACT for A corresponding to W ||c can be constructed and the initial
configuration is d-accepting.

For the mapping, we have a mapping function γ which maps a state s of web services
W to a configuration cf of A. Figure 4(b) shows this mapping by γ. For each state s
such that s(state)=q, s(cell i)=bi where 1≤ i≤ p(n)+1, s(hd)=i and s(label)=l(q), we
have a corresponding configuration cf = γ(s) = (q, σ1, σ2) such that σ1 = b1 · · · bi and
σ2 = bi+1 · · · bj−1 where j is the index of the first appearance of #.

Now, by induction, we can show that if among every path from a node (s, sc) to a
goal in W ||c, the length of the longest one is d, the corresponding configuration γ(s) is
d-accepting. (q.e.d)

Theorem 6 (Upper Bound). The non-deterministic WSC problem with complete in-
formation is in EXP.

Proof. We present a main procedure for this problem in Algorithm 1. The underlying
idea of Algorithm 1 is to construct an and-or searching tree from initial states to goal
states. That is, from any state of the tree, for non-determinism of output values of web
services, we extend the tree with a set of child states via and-edges. In this case, all
the child states should reach a goal state. For the coordinator selecting input values, we
construct a set of child states via or-edges. In this case, at least one child is required to
reach a goal state.

To initialize the and-or searching tree, Algorithm 1 first constructs a root state corre-
sponding to the given initial predicate, Init , and assigns “undecided” to the result value
for the root (lines 1–2). If the states corresponding to Init are already included in goal
states, we assign “true” to the result value for the root (lines 3–5). Next (lines 6–16),
until determining the result value for the root, we repeat: (1) select a node which is
not determined yet as “true” or “false” (line 7), (2) extend the tree from the selected
state by computing a set of possible successor states (line 8), and (3) check if the state
can reach a goal state based on the and-or constraint (lines 9–14). Once we identify the
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for non-deterministic WSC with complete information
Input : A set W of web services and a goal G .
Output: A coordinate web service c.

tree := InitializeSearchingTree(Init);1

tree.root .result := undecided ;2

if (States(Init) ⊆ States(G)) then3

tree.root .result := true;4

endif5

while (tree.root .result = undecided) do6

node := SelectNode(tree);7

childNodes := ExtendTree(tree,node);8

if (CheckSuccess(childNodes)) then9

node.result := true;10

endif11

else if (CheckFailure(childNodes)) then12

node.result := false;13

endif14

PropagateResult(tree,node);15

endw16

if (tree.root .result = true) then17

return ConstructCoordinator(tree);18

endif19

else return null ;20

result of each state, we propagate the result to its ancestor state (line 15). Finally, if the
algorithm identifies the result of the root state as true, it constructs a coordinator web
service from the tree, and returns the coordinator (lines 17–19). Otherwise, it returns
null (line 20). Since the while loop with careful extension is executed only once per a
state and each loop can be done in polynomial time, the complexity of the algorithm is
O(2n) where n is the number of variables in W . Therefore, the non-deterministic WSC
problem with complete information is in EXP. (q.e.d)

5.2. Non-deterministic WSC with incomplete information
Theorem 7 (Lower Bound). The non-deterministic WSC problem with incomplete
information is 2-EXP-hard.

Core idea of proof: The proof is to simulate an ATM with exponential space bound.
We first show that for any ATM A and an input string σ, we can construct a non-
deterministic WSC problem W with incomplete information and a goal G . We then
prove that if the ATM A accepts σ, then we have a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G
by Lemma 7, and prove the other direction by Lemma 8. The main difference from
the proof of Theorem 5 is that we are not allowed to have a variable for each tape cell
since the reduction could not be done in polynomial. We, thus, employ a similar proof
technique to Theorem 3; we have one variable cell and its index idx , instead of including
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an exponential number of variables cell i. We then construct W to satisfy that if the
index matches the current head position, W should simulate the ATM A (otherwise, W
keeps the same symbol in cell).

Details of proof: Given an ATM A = (Q ,Σ, q0, δ, l) with exponential space bound
e(n) and an input string σ = a1 · · · an (where n = |σ|), we can construct a WSC problem
instance with W (X , XI , XO, Init ,T ) and a goal G as follows. The set X of variables
includes the following variables:

• state; its domain is {q | q ∈ Q}.

• idx ; its domain is {1, · · · , e(n)}.

• cell represents the contents of the cell of which index is idx ; its domain is Σ∪{#}.

• hd ; its domain is {1, · · · , e(n)+1}. For idx and hd , we need only dlog2(e(n)+1)e bits.

• label ; it has a domain, {∀,∃, accept}.

• lsb represents the symbol written by the head in the last step; it has a domain,
Σ ∪ {#}.

• lmv represents the latest head movement; it has a domain, {L,N ,R}.

The set XI is {input} where the domain of input is {A(q,a) | q ∈Q, l(q) = ∀, a∈
Σ} ∪ {E(q,a,j) | q∈Q, l(q)=∃, a∈Σ, 0≤j≤|δ(a, q)|}. The set XO is {state, cell}. Init(X ) is
(state=q0)∧((idx≤|σ|)⇔ (cell=aidx ))∧((idx>|σ|)⇔ (cell=#))∧(hd=1)∧(label = l(q0)).
The initial predicate allows any value for idx , and the value for cell is determined by idx .
The transition predicate T (X , XI ,X ′) is ((hd=e(n)+1)→ TV )∧ (((hd=e(n)+1)∧ (label=
∀))→ T∀) ∧ (((hd=e(n)+1) ∧ (label=∃))→ T∃) with the following sub-formulae:

• TV ≡ (state ′=state) ∧ (idx ′=idx ) ∧ (cell ′=cell) ∧ (hd ′=hd) ∧ (label ′=label) ∧ (lsb′=
lsb) ∧ (lmv ′=lmv)

• T∀ ≡
∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ(((state=q) ∧ ((hd=idx )→ (cell=a)) ∧ (input=A(q,a)))→∨

1≤j≤k(((hd=idx )→ (cell ′=aj))∧ ((hd 6=idx )→ (cell ′=cell))∧ (state ′=qj)∧ (idx ′=
idx ) ∧ (hd ′=hd + ∆j) ∧ (label ′=l(qj)) ∧ (lsb′=aj) ∧ (lmv ′=mj)))

• T∃ ≡
∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ,1≤j≤k(((state=q) ∧ ((hd=idx )→ (cell=a)) ∧ (input=E(a,q,j)))→

(((hd = idx ) → (cell ′=a′)) ∧ ((hd 6= idx ) → (cell ′=cell)) ∧ (state ′=qj) ∧ (idx ′=
idx ) ∧ (hd ′=hd+∆j) ∧ (label ′=l(qj)) ∧ (lsb′=aj) ∧ (lmv ′=mj)))

where (qj , aj ,mj) is obtained from δ(q, a) = {(q1, a1,m1), · · · , (qk, ak,mk)} and ∆j=−1
if mj=L, ∆j=0 if mj=N and ∆j=1 if mj=R. Finally, we have a goal, G = {s ∈ S |
s(label) = accept}.

If the ATM A violates the space bound, hd has the value e(n)+1, and after this point
we cannot reach goal states since W stays in the same state forever by TV .

Lemma 7. If σ ∈ L(A), then there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G .
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Figure 5: Mapping from configurations of ATM to nodes of W ||c for Theorem 7

Proof. Given an ATM A with an input string σ such that σ ∈ L(A), we can construct
a coordinator c = (Xc , X

I
c , X

O
c , Initc ,Tc) where Xc = {input}, XI

c = {state, cell},
and XO

c = {input}. As in the proof of Lemma 5, we can define Tc with a conjunc-
tion of two cases: ∀-state and ∃-state. That is, if l(q) = ∀, the transition predicate is∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ(((state =q) ∧ (cell =a)) → (input ′=A(q,a))). Otherwise,

∧
q∈Q,a∈Σ(((state =

q) ∧ (cell=a)) → (input ′=E(q,a,j))) where j is the index of the transition by which the
ATM proceeds from the corresponding ∃-configuration to the next in the accepting com-
putation tree ACT (A,σ). Similarly with Tc , we can define the initial predicate Initc as
((l(q0)=∀) → (input=A(q0,a1))) ∧ ((l(q0)=∃) → (input=E(q0,a1,j))) where a1 is the first
symbol of the input string σ and j is obtained as the above.

Now, we show that ACT (A,σ) is mapped to an execution tree W ||c. For this mapping,
we have two mapping functions, α and β; α maps a configuration cf in ACT to a state
s of web services W , and β maps cf to a state sc of the coordinator c. Figure 5 shows
the proposed mapping by α and β. First, given a configuration cf = (q, σ1, σ2) and a
tape index 1≤i≤e(n), we have a corresponding state s = α(cf , i) of W such that

• s(state) = q.

• s(idx ) = i.

• s(cell) = σ1σ2[i] if i ≤ σ1σ2; otherwise, s(cell) = #.

• s(hd) = |σ1|.

• s(label) = l(q).

The mapping function β is the same as β in Lemma 5. Now, we claim that if cf in
ACT is d-accepting, then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ e(n) every path from the corresponding node
(α(cf , i), β(cf )) reaches a goal state eventually. By using the property that T and Tc

strictly follow the transition function δ of A, we can prove the claim by induction.
Finally, since the initial configuration of ACT is d-accepting, every path from the

initial node of W ||c reaches a goal state; that is, W ||c |= G . (q.e.d)
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Lemma 8. If there exists a coordinator c such that W ||c |= G , then σ ∈ L(A).

Proof. For the execution tree W ||c, we construct an accepting computation tree ACT (A,σ).
However, unlike Lemma 6, we are not able to construct a configuration directly from a
state of W since W does not have all the tape contents, but only cell and lsb. Now,
our trick is to construct the computation tree by the top-down manner like the proof of
Lemma 4. Even though the initial state of W has only cell and lsb, we can construct
the initial configuration as cf = (q0, a1, σ

′) where the input string σ = a1σ
′. Given a

predecessor configuration cf 1 = (q1, σ1, σ
′
1) and a state s of W such that s(state)=q,

s(cell)=a, s(idx )=i, s(hd)=h, s(label)=l(q), and s(lsb)=a′, our mapping function γ maps
s to a configuration cf 2 = (q, σ2, σ

′
2) where |σ2| = h and for σ2 and σ′2, σ2σ

′
2 is copied

from σ1σ
′
1 except (σ2σ

′
2)[|σ1|] = a′. This mapping is similar to the one in Figure 4(b).

Now, we claim that among every path from a node (s, sc) to a goal in W ||c, if the
length of the longest one is d, the corresponding configuration γ(s) is d-accepting. By
using the property that our T and Tc strictly follow the transition function δ of A, we
can prove the claim by induction.

Finally, since the initial node (s, sc) of W ||c has d (for some d ≥ 0) as the length of
the longest path to a goal, the initial configuration of A is d-accepting. (q.e.d)

Theorem 8 (Upper Bound). The non-deterministic WSC problem with incomplete
information is in 2-EXP.

Proof. The basic idea of the procedure for this problem is the same as Algorithm 1
which is for the non-deterministic WSC problem with complete information. The main
difference is that a coordinator web service is not able to identify the exact state of
target web services due to incomplete information. As Theorem 4, we can model this
uncertainty by using a belief state [4]. The coordinator should make a decision based on
the current belief state, and the number of possible belief states is 22n

where n = |X |.
Now, we can construct an and-or searching tree based on belief states. In this problem,
since the while loop of Algorithm 1 is executed once per a belief state, the complexity
of the procedure for this problem is O(22n

). Accordingly, the non-deterministic WSC
problem with incomplete information is in 2-EXP. (q.e.d)

6. Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we have formally defined the realistic model for behavioral description-
based web service composition (WSC) problems, and studied the computational com-
plexity of four variations of WSC problems. The main findings of this paper are: (1)
Solving the composition problem of deterministic web services based on complete infor-
mation is PSPACE-complete, (2) Solving the composition problem of deterministic
web services based on incomplete information) is EXPSPACE-complete, (3) Solving
the composition problem of non-deterministic web services on complete information is
EXP-complete, and (4) Solving the composition problem of non-deterministic web ser-
vices on incomplete information (which is the most general case) is 2-EXP-complete.

Our findings suggest that much more efforts to find alternative solutions to the
WSC problem be needed. For instance, using an approximation algorithm with near-
polynomial time complexity to solve the WSC problem can be more beneficial in some
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applications. As a large number of web services become available and a fast real-time
response to the composition is needed, one may not afford the exponential complexity
of a solution. Another possibility to mitigate the complexity is via some reduction. For
instance, by abstracting internal variables of web services, one can reduce the incomplete
information WSC problem into the complete information WSC problem. Although the
over-approximation induces that the solution may not be complete, it can be still sound.
Finally, investigating effective in-memory and on-disk data structures to speed up the
resolution of the WSC problem can lead to new set of alternative solutions.

Several directions are ahead for future work. First, we will investigate the WSC
problems with more expressive goals (e.g., goals specified in a temporal logic, LTL [24]
and CTL [9]). Second, we plan to study efficient approximation solutions for the WSC
problem.
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